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South Stoke Community Shop Feedback

Authors

Mr R Guiver, Jules & Sue

Meeting

Community Building Committee Meeting

Date

29th August 2019

From: "Roger Guiver"
Date: 11 August 2019 at 15:00:01 BST
To: "'MICHAEL WOODALL'"
Subject: consultation

Mick,
Thanks for all the documents together with the comprehensive response from David and
Maurice.
I’m not quite sure if you are looking for comments regarding the whole structure or just the
space allocated to the shop. I will comment solely on issues relating to the internal workings of
the shop and a general comment on the appearance of the whole structure.
The basic appearance of the whole structure has that “cricket pavilion” look with the veranda
to the shop and hall. However, my personal opinion is that it would have looked much better if,
rather than a glass addition the roof structure the roof itself could have included the veranda. It
would have made the overall structure slightly higher but that would benefit any thoughts of
using the space on a first-floor level within the shop.
I thought it appropriate to approach Vanessa with regard to the layout of the shop area and
kitchen.
She felt that one of the most important aspects being that there should be as much window
space for the volunteers to feel part of their surroundings. Countertop space is important and
as such felt that the removal of the hinged facility would reduce the available area to serve the
customers.
The kitchen she suggested seemed a reasonable size but what was not obvious was the height
of the fridge and freezer. Under countertop is fine but full height would reduce the available
preparation area to less than an ideal figure. She wondered what these two units were for, to
service the kitchens requirements or general cold storage for the shop itself.
With regard to the different layouts of the kitchen, office and store all seem to have both pros
and cons. Perhaps this part of the design should most certainly involve Jules more than
anybody else.
I totally agree with the comments regarding the service entrance and think it would benefit the
shops everyday operation to retain the fenced area around it. It would provide secure storage
space for the bins and even the plastic shed for possibly storing gardening products.
Hermes storage has been mentioned, and this seems to be very much a growth area. Even my
son, who up to now has been posting 50+ items a week in Reading uses the shop when visiting
us in the village. Last week he turned up with nineteen parcels, and found it much easier than
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posting them in Reading. Long may it continue but we have to allocate the required storage
space.
With regard to maintenance I have already mentioned the suggested glass roof to the veranda
but would add velux windows that seem to be included in the plan view but missing from the
external views. We have experience of both velux and skylights, both being accessible from
short step ladders. What height would the velux windows be at that allows cleaning from
within? As to the glass veranda, this is most difficult to keep clean, especially with the shallow
slope. We have a water fed professional window cleaner that can reach our barn velux windows
from the courtyard without any step ladders being involved but to clean the veranda glass
would need step ladders to access it.
Returning to the everyday operation of the shop Vanessa asked what would the status of the
toilets that we offer presently be. The cleaning of the present one toilet is covered by the shop
volunteer. Multiply that by three, adding the entrance hall to the area that would need to be
cleaned and it becomes, I would suggest, a problem for the shop volunteer.
Access to the toilet’s area differs with both options. At present the use of the toilet is totally
external to the shop (once the key has been obtained) but do we wish for those wishing to use
it to route through the seating area within the shop to gain access?
What is the position with regard to say someone hiring the hall for a wedding reception? Would
it still be acceptable to have the facilities available to all and sundry using the recreation ground
at the same time?
At a recent committee meeting we discussed having a first-floor level to the shop for storage. Is
this still being considered? The First floor could be over just the shop wing (extending over the
entrance foyer to the main hall and the toilets) with the main hall at the full height.
No mention has been made regarding “renewable energy”. Government initiatives regarding
photo-voltaic panels have changed over time, the rate reduced for excess electricity being
returned to the national grid. I would suggest with all the electrical equipment in the shop
alone we would be using all that could be produced. Perhaps more professional advice should
be obtained.
I hope this is all of help
Regards
Roger
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Overall structure









In order to fit in with its rural environment, be aesthetically pleasing and more likely to
be accepted by the residents and the SODC, the structure should be more organic and
traditional like a pavilion, not a school quad look.
Therefore, extend roof line to provide roof for the veranda, definitely not a glass roof.
Also, veranda posts need to be timber and have wooden rail in between posts.
Reduce brickwork to a minimum (around the base), so more timber front and sides but
brick ok at the back
Have decking around the front of the shop to form the veranda, which will have tables
and chairs as an “extension” to the café
Green (garden) roof – new roll-out style not as heavy as previously available
Embrace renewables – solar panels etc.
Full glass wall of hall facing the copper beech is too much glass

Shop Interior






More café space required inside
Could the meeting room become part of the café area, with option to close it off if
needed for a meeting? It is taking a lot of valuable space and is more likely to be used at
night when shop is closed
Having to go through kitchen and office to reach the store is not practical – checking for
extra stock / Hermes parcels etc. Switch the office and store round?
Office requirements – natural light, air-conditioning/heating with room for desk, office,
chair, filing cabinet, visitor chair, printer and shelving for larger files and CCTV
equipment

General





Building is much too close to residents’ gardens
Current plan seems to cover the footprint of the existing shop – why?
This means the shop will need to close for some months. This is not good for our
business, our goodwill with our customers and suppliers, or our Hermes contract.
Could possibly consider a pop-up shop in the existing village hall, but this would mean
obtaining planning for change of use – have to consider other users of the hall (e.g.
fitness classes and WI (who use the kitchen at every monthly meeting)

Jules & Sue
13/8/19
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South Stoke Village Hall and Recreation Ground Charity Feedback

Authors

Presented as Draft Minutes for their meeting.

Meeting

Community Building Committee Meeting

Date

29th August 2019

Amenities Charity Extraordinary Meeting 12th August 2019
Present: Chris Bertrand, Sally Woodall, Emma Kew and Maurice Scarratt
Apologies: Phil Wortley, Ann Powell, Mark Taylor
Chairman’s statement:
As an extraordinary meeting with a single item on the agenda and in the
absence of several trustees the minutes from the previous general
meeting will be considered at our next general meeting along with the
minutes from this one
Community Hall Development Group:
Maurice took us through the drawings provided by the selected builder along with the
Development Groups comments on them.
All Trustees have received copies of this documentation and are encouraged to make individual
responses.
Those present agreed on the following responses
1. A reminder that we are still concerned that the building retains a rural character and
that the dominant material should probably be wood
2. A reminder that we would support the pursuing of eco-friendly materials and systems
wherever financially viable
3. We support all the observations made by the Community Hall Development Group on
the design and fittings of the hall, foyer and toilets
4. We have no specific views on the structure of the shop area but are confident that the
committee will ensure that the space meets the shop’s needs
5. We would like to express our thanks for all the work done to date and to emphasise that
we are fully behind it.
It was noted that while running costs and maintenance are significant factors it is not at all
certain that the Trustees of the Amenities Charity will be responsible for the running of the
community hall.
It may even be more appropriate for the current Charity to close and a new one to be formed
that is more specifically designed for the new structure and relationshios with the shop and the
Parish Council
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Consolidated Comments On The South Stoke Community Building Feasibility
Design

Authors

Mr G Ward, Community Building Committee Chairman

Meeting

Community Building Committee Meeting

Date

29th August 2019

These are a consolidation of comments on the Kingswell Buildings Ltd Feasibility Design for the
South Stoke Community Building following review by the Parish Council (PC), the Amenities
Charity (AC), South Stoke Shop board (SSS) and the Community Building Committee (CBC).
All reviewers liked the design basis and thought this was a major step forward from previous
ideas.
Ongoing running and maintenance costs will be critical to the acceptability of designs for the
Parish Council and the Amenities Charity as well as for the village in general. (PC, AC)

1 Options
No reviewers had a clear preference for one option over the other. It was felt that different
elements could be incorporated from one design into the other.
Option 3 being 2.5m shorter in hall length would give more flexibility in positioning between
boundary and the Copper Beech tree.
The following comments are largely independent of Option.

2 Building location
Everyone agreed that the corner location was the best option.
The building needs to be at least 3m from the E and S boundaries of the Recreation Ground.
This gives better access to neighbours, reduces complaint, better access for deliveries (option
3), maintenance, better emergency access etc. Vehicles may need to go behind the building.
(PC, CBC)
As the building will be pushed up to the Copper Beech tree, we question the value of a glazed
end wall. While the style is excellent, we question its value given the tree. (PC, CBC)

3 External
There is a strong preference for a wooden exterior (PC, CBC, AC, SSS). It is accepted that the
hidden faces could be brick or similar material. Outward facing walls need to incorporate wood
cladding – rural environment, softer, greener look etc.
Many reviewers have jumped to the conclusion that the veranda roof is glass and they are not
keen on that idea – cleaning, sun etc (SSS, PC).
Maybe the veranda roof is an extension of the building roof (cantilevered?) (SSS)
There is a strong comment from the PC that the L shape will create a courtyard feel to the
centre space and they question whether the veranda design makes best use of that space,
particularly the Western aspect of the current hall. Is 1.5m veranda wide enough? Would a big
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terrace in the corner of the L be preferable. Can the breakout from the shop and hall be
considered in more detail and how best to fill the L to make the most out of it. (SSS also
mentioned use of decking outside the shop to allow a possible extension of the café – but that
fits within the PC comments.)
An external area needs to be found, near the shop for waste bins, plants, signs, etc.
Option 4 has an end door which would be the first thing people see coming to the building. Not
good. (PC)

4 Ecological Aspects
We need a strong ecological story! It will help with planning applications, grant applications and
with acceptance from the village. (PC, SSS, AC, CBC). This is a strong steer from our Liberal
District Councillor.
The basic construction story is strong and needs to be pushed – renewable materials, heat
insulation, sound insulation etc.
We need a good story on energy management, air-source heating, natural ventilation, solar
panels etc.
We need to consider a part of the roof being green, an Extensive (rather than Intensive) green
roof where solar panels are not being used. If we don’t go with a green roof, we need a clear
statement why not and why the alternative is better. (PC, SSS)

5 Shared Areas
In both options the main entrance is narrow and will be a crush point. We recommend a double
door entrance with one leaf suitable for wheelchair access and egress. (CBC)
In both options there must be direct access between the shop/café and the toilet block and
janitorial store. OPT3 provides this but the janitorial store is within the locked hall envelope.
(CBC)
The meeting room with hand wash facilities is seen as a good addition to scope but requires an
emergency egress door. We are concerned that the meeting room is driving the geometry of
the foyer space – we see this as the tail wagging the dog. In OPT4 could the meeting room
replace the space currently shown as a 12.5M2 store. If yes, then fire egress would be required
and independent external access also required. (CBC)
Would the meeting room earn its keep? Would it be better for the foyer to be a general
meeting space, providing the natural growth area for the café from the shop, and become a
separate meeting space in the evening? (SSS)
We are nervous about but not sufficiently knowledgeable to comment on the toilet provisions
and recognise this is a specialist area for Kingswell with SODC Building Control. (CBC, PC)
Can unisex toilets be considered again? (PC)
Note that shop workers need access to a toilet and to cleaning equipment. Option 4 has no
direct access from the shop to the general area. (SSS)
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6 Main Hall
The net areas for the hall and stage are close to the brief and are acceptable.
The requirement for 3 x green rooms is unmet. We suggest that three green rooms (M, F and
Children) are envisaged at the stage end of the hall each with independent (external?) access
and direct access to the stage. We consider that the green rooms could form a single storey
attached to the gable end wall of the hall with plan dimensions approximately 2m x 3m each.
We believe that the green rooms could be used as stores for the stage, tables and chairs. (CBC)
The loft area is not viable as drawn but is still valuable space and we think that archive storage
and the plantroom could be accommodated in the useful height zone. Access to the loft should
be via the hall not the kitchen as drawn. (CBC)
In view of the above comments we believe that further storage is not required in the hall area.
(CBC)
The hall kitchen/bar is a good size but geometry may need to be revised based on comments
above. (CBC)
We note that in OPT4 the hall and shop can be operated independently; this is not the case in
OPT3 and for this reason OPT3 would need to be revised. (CBC)

7 The Shop/Café
Note that the shop is clearly focused on extending its business range to include a café. It will
start as a shop with a café but could grow to become a café with a shop. The shop is very keen
to see that there is sufficient scope within the design to allow the café to grow to meet its full
potential. Use of the foyer, the veranda/courtyard in the L, could provide that café extension
but we need to be mindful of that requirement from the outset. (SSS)
The gross area for the shop, café and sales counter is about 55 m2 in both options. The brief
requires about 75m2. Therefore, both options do not meet the brief and require adjustment.
(CBC)
If the foyer could double as café space during the daytime as above, some reduction in café
space would be possible.
Option 4 has less windows than Option 3 but correspondingly more usable wall space. (SSS)
Café patrons will need to see out onto the Recreation ground.
The area shown for freezers and chillers is low. We estimate a wall run of 6 or 7m is required to
accommodate the present capability and Kingswell should note that the business plan is to
increase frozen stock with low level chest display freezers. It is possible that, layout permitting
and power availability that some low level freezer units could be sited back to back in the
central trading space. (SSS)
Customer access to and egress and from the café and trading space needs careful development.
To be successful the positive and welcoming entrance to the shop and its ambiance of the café
and trading space will be critical issues in the business development. We feel that this
important aspect of the concepts is missing at present but not unreachable. (SSS)
In particular, the till position should be close to the main doorway from the trading area to the
exterior. (SSS)
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The important adjacencies are:









Sales counter to main access route (critical)
Sales counter to the kitchen (critical)
Kitchen to waste area (important)
Kitchen to cold deliveries (important)
Manager to store (important)
Manager to external deliveries (critical)
Manager to sales counter (desirable)
Shop to toilets and cleaning store (critical)

The sales counter does not need an access flap – we have found a gap works better. (SSS)
Option 3, having to go through kitchen and office to get to the store is not practical, especially
for Hermes parcels as volumes are growing. (SSS)
The office could be part of the store area if needed. It needs a desk and chair, visitor chair,
shelving for printer, CCTV and larger files. Lighting, heat, ventilation etc.

8 Conclusion
A good step forward. No show-stoppers. All reviewers are encouraged and engaged.
With thanks to all reviewers for responding positively in tight timescales.
GJW
26/8/2019
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Draft Questionnaire on Hall and Shop Usage.

Authors

Cllr B Urbick

Meeting

Community Building Committee Meeting

Date

29th August 2019

General questions
1. Please indicate your age grouping
Under 18
18-29
30 – 49
50 – 65
66+
2. Please indicate your gender
Female
Male
Prefer not to say
3. How long have you lived in South Stoke
Less than 2 years
2 – 5 years
6-10 years
10-20 years
More than 20 years
4. Please state how many people in each age range there are in your household:
0-16 number of people: ___
17 – 25 number of people: ___
26 – 45 number of people: ___
46 – 65 number of people: ___
over 65 number of people: ___

Village Hall
5. How many times per year do you visit the hall
None
1 – 5 times
6 – 12 times
13 – 35 times
36 -50 times
More than 50 times
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6. What stops you from using the village hall more often?

7. What types of events do you attend? (Tick all that apply)
Public meetings
Occasional Social events
Private parties
Regular training, classes or exercise sessions
Regular meetings of village organisations (e.g. WI, MU, scouts, guides)
8. Please give your opinion of the following aspects of the Village Hall
Inadequate Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent

No opinion

Accessibility
Main Room
Stage
Kitchen
Toilets
Storage
Parking area
Entrance
Tables & Chairs
Piano
Other
9. How do you rate the current care and repair of the Village Hall?
Inadequate Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent

No opinion

Cleanliness (kitchen)
Cleanliness (toilets)
Cleanliness (general)
Heating
Maintenance (minor repairs)
Maintenance (decoration)
Outside entrance area
Parking area
Toilet facilities
Other
10. What interests/hobbies/entertainments do you go to out of the village, which you would
like to have at the village hall?
Village Fetes
Arts and crafts
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Musical Entertainment
Café
Clubs and Societies
Hiring for private parties/weddings
Social Club
Meeting place
Training/ Education
Commercial Rent organisations and businesses
Doctor / Social Services
Physical Activities e.g. keep fit, yoga, zumba
Village Entertainments e.g. quiz nights,
Christmas fayre, Christmas Cracker, etc
Films
Indoor food market
Toddlers group
Women’s Institute
Jumble sales
Other
11. How likely is it that you would attend additional activities at the Village Hall if the following
were available?
Very unlikely Somewhat unlikely
Film nights/film club
University of the Third Age (U3A)
Coffee club
Book club
Youth club
Social events/dances
Exercise classes
Quiz nights
Computer/IT advice session
Repair café
Regular village social events
Individual club or society events
Private hire
Other

Somewhat likely

Very likely

12. If there was a new or refurbished village hall, what priority would you give to the following
facilities? Please tick one box for each to rate the following.
Not at all important Low priority Medium priority High priority Essential
Pedestrian/disabled access
Disabled parking spaces
Main hall decoration
Main hall size (to seat c. 100 people)
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Bar area in the hall
Data/film projection and screen
Outdoor courtyard/seating space
More storage space
Improved energy efficiency
WiFi access
Improved lighting
Stage lighting
Good quality sound equipment
Hearing loop
Other
13. Would you consider supporting a new village hall via
Yes
No
Increased usage (private hire)
Increased usage (to participate in community activities)
Participate in working parties
Community building event (ie a ‘painting weekend’ or ‘landscaping day’)
Charitable donation
Management committee volunteer

Community Shop
14. On a scale of 1 – 5 (where 1 is not important and 5 is very important), how important
do you think it is to have a village shop in South Stoke? Please circle your answer.
NOT IMPORTANT <<< 1

2

3

4

5 >>> VERY IMPORTANT

Please explain why:

15. The village shop was opened about 6 years ago. On average, how often do you or
any member of your household use it?







Daily
2-3 times a week
Once a week
Once a fortnight
Occasionally
Not at all
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16. What are the main reasons you/your household do not use the shop more
frequently/at all?

If these are resolved, would you then use the community shop more often?

17. Approximately how far do you currently travel to do your:
a) Main weekly shop?
b) Convenience / top-up shopping?
18. What products do you tend frequently to buy each week/month and from where?
Community Shop


























Other shop (Goring/Woodcote)

Newspapers/magazines
Ready meals
Local Produce
Frozen food
Fresh fruit & vegetables
Meat and dairy
Greeting cards/wrapping
Bread/Bakery
Pet food
Sweets/ice cream
Household goods
Beers, wines & spirits
Stationery
Packed groceries - tins, packets
Craft items
Cigarettes/tobacco
Gifts
Cleaning materials
Coal/logs
Toiletries
Sandwiches
Organic/Fair Trade products
Coffee/tea/hot drinks
Other (please list as many as you like below)
Nothing – I don’t use the shop

Supermarket
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19. What services do you use, or if they were available, would you be likely to use at the
community shop?














Postal Services
Deliveries
Advertisement board
Tickets for local events
Photocopying
Internet
Dry cleaning
Shoe repairs
Photo processing
DVD rental
Tea room/coffee shop
E-top ups for mobile phones
Other (please list as many as you like below)

20. Are there any other products or services not listed above you would like to see on
offer?
21. At what time of day do you/would you be most likely to use the community shop
(please tick as many as you like)?







Before 8am
8am – 12 noon
12 noon – 2pm
2pm – 6pm
After 6pm
Home delivery

22. Would you or anyone in your household be interested in helping the community shop
project in any way by:







Joining the steering group
Helping with fundraising
Providing professional advice/services and my profession/skills are:
Be involved in running the shop/volunteering
Making a donation
Buying a share

23. Additional questions about the café….

